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Tuning friction with noise and disorder
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We present numerical and experimental evidence which demonstrates that under certain conditions friction
can be reduced by spatial disorder and/or thermal noise. We discuss possible mechanisms for this behavior.
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Understanding the effects of disorder on friction is of fu
damental importance for a wide variety of applicatio
@1–3#. This is a particularly significant issue since noise a
disorder are ubiquitous in nature, from atomic to mac
scopic length scales. Of particular importance is the limit
small velocities in which a special type of dynamics, call
stick-slip dynamics@4–12#, is observed in environment
ranging from the atomic scale@13–16# through granular ma-
terials @17#, and to the macroscopic length@4,10#. Thermal
noise is inherent in any friction experiment and is commo
used to simulate the dynamics of the underlying surface@1#.

The effects of static defects and randomness on fric
have been studied previously by several groups@19–22#. The
intuitive common wisdom is that sliding on a periodic su
face is generally easier~faster! than sliding on a random
surface. However, there exists evidence that indicates
randomness~thermal noise@23# or static disorder@24#! may
decrease friction. Clearly, a solid theoretical understand
of the basic mechanisms leading to stick-slip dynamics, p
ticularly of the effects of quenched disorder on stick-s
dynamics, is lacking.

The motivation of this manuscript is to study nonline
mechanisms and to provide additional evidence showing
the friction coefficient of a chain can be tuned by the amo
of either disorder and/or thermal noise. In particular,
present numerical and experimental results to demons
that the friction coefficient of a system can be significan
reduced by the quenched disorder and/or thermal noise.

Our nonlinear system consists of nearest-neighbor in
acting particles all subject to a sinusoidal periodic or dis
dered potential representing the substrate and driven by
same constant external force. We write the equation of m
tion for the dynamics ofN coupled identical particles inter
acting via a nearest-neighbor nonlinear Morse potential a

ẍ j1g ẋ j1sinxj5 f 1j j~ t !1d~xj !1
k

b
$exp@2b~xj 112xj !#

2exp@22b~xj 112xj !#

2exp@2b~xj2xj 21!#

2exp@22b~xj2xj 21!#%, ~1!

wheref is the applied force~the same for all particles!, g is
the linear friction coefficient~assumed to be constant!, k is
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the nearest-neighbor coupling in the array,b is the nonlin-
earity parameter (b21 is the range over which the neares
neighbor coupling is effectively linear!, j i is the thermal
noise, anddj stands for spatial disorder (dj5sr j , wheres is
the strength of disorder andr j is a set of uniformly distrib-
uted random numbers in the interval@20.5:0.5#!. This is a
simplified model of an atomic chain moving on a rough s
face intended to describe in a fair qualitative way the qua
crystal microbalance~QCM! experiment for atomic scale
friction measurements@25,26# and to compare predictions o
numerical results with experimental observations. We p
formed simulations of a one-dimensional array of partic
with periodic boundary conditions for an ensemble of diffe
ent realizations of disorder and initial conditions. The para
eter values were varied over a wide range in order to exp
the robustness of the behavior. The numerical simulati
were performed as follows: we first equilibrated the cha
with zero external force. We then increased the exter
force in small increments in order to reach the asympto
level of the driving force. Finally, we performed simulation
with the thermal noise added measuring the slip time for
array to advance over a given distance. Since different r
izations of disorder and different initial conditions produc
different final behaviors, we averaged only on ‘‘running
solutions, i.e., such that the average velocity was nonz
The thermal noise was introduced following the guidelin
introduced in a Ref.@27#, and we define friction coefficien
of the array ash5 f /vc.m., wherevc.m. is the velocity of the
center of mass.

We first describe a simple example of an array consist
of identical particles moving on a periodic potential. Wh
the coupling constantk is small enough~i.e., the substrate
periodic potential is strong compared with interparticle int
action!, nonlinearity can significantly affect the friction co
efficient. This is a consequence of a property of nonlin
systems, namely, their ability to produce coexisting sta
with distinct average characteristics.@Equation~1! possesses
many solutions depending on the initial conditions, ea
leading to different values of the average velocity.# Different
states that manifest themselves as distinct spatial patterns
be achieved by changing the initial conditions of the syste
These dynamical states affect the motion of the cente
mass of the system and thereby influence the friction coe
cient. Here we describe the impact on friction for a nonline
dynamical system in the sliding and the stick-slip modes
R4737 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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the presence of thermal noise and quenched spatial diso
An interesting situation arises when the external force is
slightly larger than the force necessary to initiate the mot
of the chain. Static and dynamic solutions coexist in t
particular regime, leading to a rich variety of possible m
tions ~static solution - no motion, stick-slip dynamics, ch
otic, or periodic sliding dynamics! @11#. In this parameter
regime, the dynamics is very rich and thermal noise a
quenched disorder can significantly affect the friction coe
cient of the array.

We show that quenched disorder destroys the low ave
velocity propagating wave state by creating a new beha
with substantially higher average velocity. We concentr
on a particular mode of stick-slip motion where the arr
supports the propagating wave solution in which the exc
tion propagates from one end to another~for free end bound-
ary conditions! or circles in the array~for periodic boundary
conditions!. This mode of motion can be initiated, for ex
ample, by exciting only a few particles~or just one! in the
array and it is stable and robust to small noise and disor
Figure 1 displays the time evolution of the position of
single particle~12th particle! in an array withN525 ~the
average velocity is the same for each particle!. The bottom
curve shows the typical time evolution of the position of
single particle with no disorder~s50!. The middle curve
shows the time evolution in the presence of 20% disord
while the top curve corresponds to the case with 30% dis
der. The inset shows the average velocity of the array~aver-
aged over 100 different realizations of disorder! as a function
of the amount of disorder. We note that for a small enou
disorder the average velocity of the array is unaltered. Ho
ever, fors.12.5% quenched disorder increases the velo
of the center of mass of the array~therefore it decreases th
friction coefficienth!. The potential effect of disorder is two
fold: it may either increase the average velocity or pin
array. ~To reduce the pinning effect, we introduced a sm
amount of thermal noise into the array.!

In the absence of disorder/noise, the original array exh

FIG. 1. Time series of the stick-slip positionxj of the particle
j512 in anN525 particle array; the bottom curve corresponds
the identical array, the middle curve corresponds to the array w
20% of disorder, and the top curve corresponds to the array
30% of disorder. The inset shows the average velocity of the ce
of massvc.m. as a function of the amount of disorder. The units a
dimensionless.
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its almost periodic stick-slip dynamics~Fig. 1, the bottom
plot!. Sufficient disorder/noise destroys this periodicity a
results in irregular stick-slip motion in which the frictio
coefficient decreases~Fig. 1, the middle and top plots!. In
addition, the effect of disorder on the array is to create a
annihilate attractors, as well as to change the size and s
of the basins of attraction. Both effects lead to a change
the average velocity@18#. In our previous example, wea
disorder did not alter the average velocity underlying t
robustness of the propagating structure. However, th
moving structures do not exist in the presence of sufficien
large disorder; therefore, the propagating velocity of the
ray is high. The particular behavior trend of the array d
pends on both parameters and initial conditions. For
ample, starting with a state characterized by a h
propagating velocity, the addition of quenched disorder c
not further increase the velocity of the propagation. The
fore, a sufficiently high amount of disorder added to the d
namics of a noisy array can significantly alter the frictio
coefficient in either direction. An interesting possibility ind
cating an increase in diffusion coefficient with disorder h
been pointed out by Braun and Kivshar@19#, where it has
been argued that a single impurity can both increase an
decrease the diffusion coefficient in a Frenkel-Kontoro
chain.

We suggest a possible mechanism for the decrease in
tion by disorder or thermal noise. The effect of disorder m
be related to the decrease of the fluctuations in the cente
mass motion. For certain solutions one can show that
average velocity of the array decreases with the increas
the center of mass fluctuations@28#. We define fluctuations
from the center of mass as:f av(s)51/T limT→`*0

T f (s)dt,
where f (s)5S j 51

N A@v j (t)2vav(t)#2/vc.m., vc.m. is the cen-
ter of mass velocity of the array, andvav51/NS j 51

N v j is the
instantaneous velocity of the center of mass. Figure 2 d
onstrates the proposed mechanism, showing the fluctuat
from the center of massf ~s! for the N525 particle array
with different amounts of disorder. The left-hand part of t
plot corresponds to the case of no disorder~s50!, the middle
part corresponds tos515%, and the right-hand part corre
sponds tos530%. An inset shows time-averaged fluctu
tions from the center of massf av(s) in the array; clearly, an
increase in the velocity of the center of mass is correla
with the decrease in the fluctuations.

We next discuss a different situation. Here we choose
parameters to better describe the dynamics of the rare g
adsorbed on silver and gold surfaces. In these cases th
terparticle interaction potential is on the same order of
even larger than the substrate potential, indicating that
coupling constantk is no longer very small and the effects o
thermal noise ought to be taken into consideration. This li
suggests a different type of dynamics, whereby the array
no longer support a weakly phase-synchronized propaga
structure characterized by a low average velocity. Moreov
if either the thermal noise or the driving force are lar
enough or the one-particle damping coefficientg is small,
the dynamics of the array is essentially a single-particle
namics. Indeed, already for the chaotic diffusion of a sin
particle we found that the diffusion coefficient increas
when disorder increases~indicating a decrease in the frictio
coefficient! @29#.
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The numerical results are presented in Fig. 3, where
show cumulative distributions of slip times fors50%, 2.5%,
and 5%. Our sample was based on 500 repetitions of dif
ent realizations of disorder. Addition of disorder results
shifting the distribution toward smaller slip times, clear
indicating a decrease in friction.

We now describe experimental work that is in qualitati
agreement with the previous numerical results. In particu
we show that the friction associated with the sliding of so
and liquid krypton~Kr! films on disordered gold substrates
substantially lower than on ordered gold substrates. The g
substrates on which the measurements were performed
prepared by depositing gold films onto polished quartz s
strates held at 80 and 300 K, the 80 K samples being
more disordered of the two. The samples were scanned

FIG. 2. Time series of the fluctuations from the center of m
f ~s! for different amounts of disorder. The left-hand part of the p
~t,300! corresponds to the identical array~s50!, the middle part
~300,t,600! corresponds tos515%, while the right-hand par
~t.600! corresponds tos530%. The inset shows the average flu
tuations from the center of massf av(s) as a function of the velocity
of the center of massvc.m..

FIG. 3. Cumulative slip time distributions~s50, 0.25, 0.05! for
theN525 particle array. The bottom curve corresponds to the id
tical array~s50!, the middle curve corresponds tos52.5%, while
the top curve corresponds tos55%.
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bytunneling microscopy, and in order to characterize the t
ture of the samples in a quantitative manner, the surf
topologies were analyzed within the framework of self-affi
fractal geometry@31#. Roughness exponents for both the
and 300 K samples fell within experimental error ofa50.55,
the primary difference between the two substrates being
range of scaling exhibited, rather than the roughness ex
nent itself. In particular, the scaling exhibited by the samp
deposited at low temperatures extended to shorter, ne
atomic, length scales, while the 300 K sample did not.

Friction measurements were performed on these s
strates by cooling them to 77 K and then adsorbing kryp
from the gas phase. The adsorption produced a change in
resonant frequency of the microbalance. This change
proportional to the fraction of the mass of the condens
film, which was able to track the oscillatory motion of th
underlying substrate on account of the interfacial fricti
forces. Amplitude shifts in the oscillation were also prese
because of the frictional shear forces exerted on the sur
electrode by the adsorbed film. The characteristic slip tim
t, and the friction coefficients~i.e., shear stresses per un
velocity! h, were obtained from the relations@25# d(Q21)

s
t

-

FIG. 4. Slip time vs film coverage for the 300 K sample~bot-
tom!. Symbols x, o, and1 represent data recorded at differe
velocities having a ratio of 1, 2, and 3. Slip time vs pressure for
80 K sample~top!. ~The film adsorbed on the 80 K sample h
decoupled from the motion to such an extent that accurate estim
of film coverage are difficult to obtain.! The data for the 80 k
sample are nonetheless clearly 1 to 2 orders of magnitude gre
than those obtained for a typical 300 K sample.
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54ptdf, h5r2 /t, wherer2 is the mass per unit area of th
adsorbate andt corresponds to the time at which the slidin
speed of the krypton decreases to 1/e of its original value.

Slip time versus pressure for the 80 K sample~top! and
slip time versus film coverage for the 300 K sample~bottom!
are depicted in Fig. 4. The 300 K data consists of poi
recorded at different vibrational amplitudes of the QC
@30#. The intention here was to assure that the 300 K d
exhibited no major dependence on amplitude~and thus slid-
ing speed!, since the 80 and 300 K sets were unlikely to
carried out at exactly the same amplitudes of vibration. T
film adsorbed on the 80 K sample decoupled from the os
latory motion of the microbalance to such an extent t
accurate estimates of film coverage were difficult to asc
tain. The data for the 80 K sample were nonetheless clea
to 2 orders of magnitude greater than those obtained f
typical 300 K sample, indicative of substantially lower fri
tion for the more disordered system.

We have presented numerical and experimental evide
that quenched disorder and thermal noise can decrease
tion. The opposite, more intuitive outcome whereby fricti
is increased by noise/disorder have been observed also,
c
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cating that the array dynamics is highly complex. The beh
ior of the sliding system appears to be sensitive to the ra
of parameters describing the sliding chain and the substr
This suggests the possibility of controlling frictional beha
ior @32,33#. Indeed, it has been demonstrated experiment
@34# and in the full-scale molecular dynamics simulatio
@35# that frictional properties of the sliding system can
significantly altered by applying very small external pertu
bation. Further studies are required to elucidate con
mechanisms leading to decrease or increase of friction.
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